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UNIVERS ITY  OF MONTANA
FALL COMMENCEMENT







Congratulations! Today marks a significant m ilestone for each of you and is the 
culmination of an incredible amount of hard work and determ ination. You have 
a lot to celebrate as you begin a new phase in your life journey. W hether you will 
be starting the next chapter in your academ ic career, a new job  or em barking on 
another adventure, you will always be a m em ber of the UM Family.
Thank you for contributing to our vibrant cam pus community during your time 
here. Each of you had a unique impact on UM and will forever be an important 
part of our institution's history.
Today you becom e a graduate and an alumnus of the University of Montana. 
W e hope you choose to em brace this new role and that your tenure at UM will 
continue. No matter where the road ahead may take you, know that your UM 
Family is cheering for you.
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ACADEMIC REGALIA
The academic regalia -  consisting of cap, gown and hood -  originated 
in about the 12th century. It was primarily worn for warmth.
A gricu ltu re ..................................................................................................................................................Maize
Arts, Letters, H u m a n it ie s ...............................................................................................................W hite
Com m erce, Accountancy, B u sin ess ............................................................................................Drab
D en tistry ..........................................................................................................................................................Li|ac
Eco n o m ics ................................................................  Copper
E d u c a t io n ........................................................................................................................................ Light Blue
E n g in e e rin g .........................................................................................................................................O range
Fine Arts, including A rc h ite c tu re .............................................................................................Brown
Forestry, Environmental Studies, Sustainab ility .............................................................. Russet
Jo u rn a lism ............................................................................................................................................Crimson
l-a w ....................................................................................................................   Purple
Library Science, Information M an ag em en t...................................................................... Lemon
Med 'd n e ..........................................................................................................  Green
M usic- • • ......................................................................................................................................................Pink
Nursing.......................................................................................................................................................Apricot
Oratory, Communications Studies, Broadcasting .................................................Silver Gray
Pharmacy......................................................................................................................................O live Green
Ph ilosophy.........................................................................................................................................Dark B |ue
Physical Education, Manual Therapy, Physical Therapy...............................Sage Green
Public Administration, Public Policy, Foreign Serv ice ...................................Peacock Blue
Public Health.............................................................................................................................. Salmon Pink
Science (both Social and Natural)..................................................................... Golden Yellow
Social W o r k ............................................................................................................................................ Citron
Theo logy....................................................................................................................................................Scarlet
Veterinary S c ie n c e ...................................................................................................................................G ray
5
DAVIDSON HONORS COLLEGE
Graduates from the Davidson Honors College are wearing the DHC medallion, trimmed m 
maroon-ribbon. This represents their completion of the DHC curriculum and graduation with 
University Scholar distinction.
FRANKE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE
Students who have successfully completed the 4-year Franke Global Leadership Initiative, 
gaining an interdisciplinary look at some of society's more pressing issues, are wearing 
copper, silver, and gold cords.
VETERAN'S CORDS
Veterans who have served our country in the various branches of our military, and returned to 
school to further their education, are wearing red, white, and blue cords.
FIRST GENERATION STOLE
About forty percent of UM students are the first in their family to attend college. Those 
graduating today are wearing a white stole to celebrate their achievements.
RAINBOW STOLE AND CORDS
Students wearing rainbow stoles and/or cords are members of our campus LGBTQ+ 
community. The stoles and cords acknowledge their achievements and contributions to the 
University.
STOLE OF GRATITUDE
The Stole of Gratitude is a symbol of appreciation from a graduate to a special person who 
provided support by helping them achieve their academic goals.
HONOR CORDS
G o ld .......................................................................................................... Summa Cum Laude/Highest Honors
Silver..................................................................................................................Magna Cum Laude/High Honors
Bronze.........................................................................................................................................Cum Laude/Honors
Red............................................... Mortar Board Executive Team, A  National Senior Honors Society
Black & G o ld ........................................ Mortar Board Members, A National Senior Honors Society
Gold & Blue.....................................................................................Golden Key, A  National Honors Society
Purple.................. .............................................................................Rho Chi, The Pharmacy Honors Society
Blue, Gold, & Brow n................................. Gamma Theta Upsilon, The Geography Honor Society
Violet, Gold, & Lavender.........................................Pi Mu Epsilon, The Mathematics Honor Society
Orange & W h ite .....................................National Student Speech Language Hearing Association
G re e n .............................................................................Order of Omega, A  Leadership Honors Society
For Members Of Greek Organizations
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SATURDAY MORNING
DECEMBER 14, 2019-9:00 A.M.
Graduate School, A lexander Blewett III School of Law, College of Humanities 
and Sciences, College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences, Phyllis J . 
Washington College of Education, W .A . Franke College of Forestry and Conservation, 
College of Business, College of the Arts and M edia, Missoula College
BACCALAUREATE & ADVANCED DEGREE CEREMONY
The audience is asked to remain standing while the procession passes and to hold 
all applause until all degrees are conferred.
PROCESSIONAL
The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Platform Party Members, 
the President
HEAD MARSHAL
Mark Pershouse, Associate Professor, Department of Biomedical/Pharmaceutical 
Sciences
MARSHALS
Tony Ward, Professor and Chair, School of Public and Community Health Sciences 
Wally Higgins, Lecturer, Department of Applied Computing and Engineering Technology 
Nader Shooshtari, Professor, Management & Marketing 
Laurie Slovarp, Associate Professor, School of Speech, Language, Hearing, and 
Occupational Sciences
PRESENTATION OF COLORS ......................................................National Anthem sung by Marin Sewell
HONOR SONG ..................... Led by Chief Earl Old Person, Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
WELCOME............................................................................................................................... Seth Bodnar, President
ASUM REMARKS........................................................................................ Ethan Hanley, ASUM Vice President
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS...........................................................................................Dr. Albert Borgmann
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ......................................................................................... Seth Bodnar, President
The list of degree candidates being honored at this ceremony begins on page 9.
The degree candidates names will be read by Denny Bedard and Peter Christian. 
Sign Language Interpretation by Denise May.
Assisted Listening Device (ALD), Frequency 72.1 mhz 






Regents Professor Emeritus of Philosophy
I was born and raised in Freiburg, Germany, in the shadow of the 
Black Forest, the University of Freiburg and the great Gothic Min­
ster, and hence the natural environment, the life of the spirit and 
Christianity have been the focal points of my life.
Coming to this country in 1958 was a liberating and invigorating 
event. It changed my life and gave me ambition and energy. I re­
ceived an M.A. in German literature from the University of Illinois 
(Urbana-Champaign) in 1961 and then returned to Germany to get 
my Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of Munich in 1963.
My family and I returned to this country in 1964. I taught at the University of Illinois in Urba­
na-Champaign, DePaul University in Chicago and the University of Hawaii in Honolulu. In 1970 
we came to Missoula and settled down, grateful ever since for the good fortune of the place and 
the privilege of being a member of the philosophy department and the University of Montana.
The University has been a place of deliberate and unhurried thinking, teaching and writing. The 
outcomes of this favorable setting have been "Technology and the Character of Contemporary 
Life" (University of Chicago Press, 1984), "Crossing the Postmodern Divide" (University of Chica­
go Press, 1992), "Holding On to Reality: The Nature of Information at the Turn of the Millennium" 
(University of Chicago Press, 1999), "Power Failure: Christianity in the Culture of Technology" 
(Grand Rapids, Ml: Brazos Press, 2003) and "Real American Ethics: Taking Responsibility for Our 
Country" (University of Chicago Press, 2006).
- Dr. A lbert’Borgmann
During his years in the philosophy department, Professor Borgmann has been an unfailingly good 
citizen of the department and the University. In addition to writing and publishing five import­
ant books and being named a Regents Professor, Borgmann has always carried, generously and 
thoughtfully, a full share of the ordinary work of the department -  serving as chair, serving on 
department and University committees, mentoring colleagues and students and always being 
available in his office, literally from 8 to 5, five days a week, for counseling and conversation. He 
created and managed for more than 30 years the Philosophy Forum, a place where, once a week, 
anyone from across campus and in the community could present their scholarly work. While a 
deeply kind and lovely human being, often generous with praise, Borgmann has also been a 
forceful critic of sloppy intellectual work and bad ideas. He believes stubbornly in the life of the 
University and in the life of the mind. He has been an honorable part of the life of this University 
for almost 50 years, and we’ve all been lucky for his presence here.
- Dr. Tom Huff 
Emeritus Professor of Philosophy 




ALEXANDER BLEW ETT III SCH O O L O F LAW
CO LLEG E O F HUMANITIES AND SCIEN CES
CO LLEG E O F HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
AND BIOM EDICAL SCIEN CES
PHYLLIS J. W ASHINGTON CO LLEG E O F EDUCATION
W.A. FRANKE CO LLEG E O F  
FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION
CO LLEG E O F BUSINESS
CO LLEG E O F THE ARTS AND MEDIA




The candidates will be presented by 
Scott Whittenburg,
Vice President for Research and Creative Scholarship
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Anthropology 
2Kelli Michele Casias 
2Eileen L. Flannigan-Lewis 
J^effrey Scott MacDonald 
2Nikki Marie Manning 
Beyond Preservation: A daptive Reuse, D econstruction, 
and the A rchaeology o f B uilding 
2Marta Amelia Timmons 
Biomedical Sciences 
'Kevin Lewis Trout 
Biochemistry & Biophysics 
'Haotian Lei
A lternative conformations o f cytochrom e c: bridging 
protein dynamics and functions
Chemistry
'Asia Marie Stephanie Riel 
Exploring the Halogen Bond through A nion Recognition, the 
Hydrogen Bond Enhanced Halogen Bond and Organocatalysis
----------------------------------------------- ©
Cellular, Molecular, and Microbial Biology 
’Steven James Reed
The Impacts o f  T rogoytosis -M ediated Intracellular Signaling on 
CD4+ T  cell E ffector Cytokine Production and D ifferentiation
Forest & Conservation Sciences 
'Christopher A. Armatas 
'Elena A. Bigart 
2John Scott Hogland 
Christopher J. Moran 
2Erin Kathleen Noonan-Wright 
The C haracterisation o f  W ildfire Risk in the United States 
from  System atic O perational Risk A ssesments: 2010-2017
Fish and Wildlife Biology 
'Charles Raymond Henderson 
O ptim ising the Use o f  W ildlife M onitoring Resources 
2Allison Christine Keever 
2Sarah Nelson Sells 
Geosciences 
'Ellen Anne Knappe 
History
"Patrick Mulford O’Connor 
Integrative Microbiology & Biochemistry 
'Lauren Elizabeth Foltz





A ddressing Long-standing Water Contamination Issues in  D ine 
Communities using Indigenous and W estern S cien tific A pproaches
Interdisciplinary Studies
1 Kimberly Lynn Paul
Mathematics 
2Quy Xuan Cao 
2Jacob Zachary Downs 
2Omid Khormali
E xtrem a!problem s fo r  fo rests in graphs and hypergraphs 
'Theodore Edward Owen 
'Denis Mikhailovich Shchepakin
Neuroscience 
'Jill Christine Farnsworth 
Organismal Biology & Ecology 
2James Christopher Mouton 
2Ze Ren
E cological Stoichiom etry in W atersheds: From L and 
to Water in The Q inghai Lake basin
Psychology
'Kaidyn Page Ahlers
Considering Trauma in A utism  Spectrum  D isorder D iagnostic 
Evaluations in Children: A Q ualitative Inquiry 
'Desiree Lacy Fox 
'Lindsey Chatfield Grove 
‘Heather Marie Halko 
Treating Trauma within R ural Schools:
A n Implementation Science Perspective 
'Patricia Anne O’Brien
A n examination o f Type D “distressed"personality, depression, 
and cardiovascular health risk behaviors among w ildland 
firefigh ters
'Meredith Kathleen Reynolds 
The A lphaback: A  N ovel P rocessing Speed Test 
'Miriam Ellen Rose Baker 
The Im pact o f Bu/tying Participant R ole on the R elationship 
Between S chool Climate and A ttitudes Towards Interpersonal 
Peer V iolence 
‘Zachary R. Shindorf
Investigating the E ffectiveness o f  Parent-Implemented Interven­




DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Educational Leadership 






The candidates will be presented by 
Paul Kirgis,
Dean of the Alexander Blewett III School of Law 
Candidates for the Juris Doctor will be honored at a 
graduation and hooding ceremony in the spring.
JURIS DOCTOR
2Aaron P. Barker 
2Loren Thomas Fitzpatrick 
Honors
'Madeline Dominique Hatfield 
2Katerina Marie Kuhr 





MASTER OF PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION
2Mohammad Faeez Akram 
'Kristin E. Amdahl 
2Kinsey Ann Anderson 
2Marde Erin Briggs 
'Richard Allen Carr 
2Sara Deeann Cassan 
2AbbyJean Cook 
'Tanner Shane Dempsey 
'Jennifer McBeth Eatchel 
"Benjamin Ray Frentsos 
"Casey Augustine Gannon 
'Natasha Margaux Kypfer 
"Jessica Susan Miller 
'Shelby Elaine Moore 
"Caryl A. Perdaems 
"Denise Tracey Rose 
"Hannah Mae Zuraff
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE 
Public Adm inistration 
"Victoria Mckinley Bigelow 
"Emily Jean Gillespie 






The candidates will be presented by 
Jenny McNulty,
Dean of the College of Humanities and Sciences
MASTER OF ARTS 
Anthropology 
2Elizabeth Ann Dolinar 
^ohely Gonzalez 
2Grey Don Johnson 
2Michaelle Anne Machuca 
2Brent Stephen Rowley 
2Anne Virginia Smyri 
2Elizabeth Rose Valentine 
Nicholas Edward Whiting 
Secondary Certification 
2E)izabeth Rianna Paich 
Communication Studies 
Christopher Edward Anderson 
'Zachary Carroll McClanahan 
2Sabrina Singh 
Economics 
'Michael James Kernan 
'Samuel Earl Supplee-Niederman 
English
2Shannon Ray Comes At Night 
2Elizabeth Rianna Paich 
2Rachel Kuhr Smith 
2Anna Elizabeth Wilson 
History
Conovan Cain Douglas 
Mathematics 
2Ian Kit Taboctaboc Nicolas 
Political Science 
'Adam LeGrand Hobbs 
^aitlin  Marcia Hopingardner 
'Robert Frank Nagel 
Psychology 
Cali Anne Caughie 
Bethany Grace Gorter 
‘Kristen Kaylie Ann Pyke
Sociology
2Ekaterina Victorovna Bays 
'Rachel Ann Schafer
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Creative Writing 
2Ca)lie Ann Atkinson 




'Hannah Jane Wright 
Computer Science 
William John Cook 
2Mathew Martin Gutierrez 
2Robin Lockwood 
Environmental Studies 
^ose Bear Don’t Walk 
2Liam Scott Cody 
2Stuart Benoit Fety 
'Jessie Ann Hampton 
2Anne Preston Harney 
'Kate E. Keller 
2Magdalena C. Lehman 
2Marissa Lein Lehner 
2Jenah Meredith Mead 
2Aubrey Pongluelert 
'Richard Tyler Powers 
'Laura Sue Zanolli 
Geosciences 
'Rosemary Leone 
2Ellen McGough Smith 
2Brian James Stampe
Organismal Biology, Ecology & Evolution
2Sarah Marie Straughan
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE 
Women's and Gender Studies 
2Ekaterina Victorovna Bays
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
African-American Studies 
2Krista Valerie Larson 
Anthropology 
2Kiara Rose Baker 
2Hannah Rose Bergman 
2Mandy Marie Chaney 
2Lorenzo Chavez-Camarillo 
'Elizabeth Rose Cino 
2Melissa Dwello
With a minor in Native American Studies 
'Tod Vincent Fadness 
2Mara Kate Gray
d > 11
'Joshua Clayton Hainebach 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Gabe W Harris 
Summa Cum Laude 
2RyAnn Rochelle Harris 
2Courmey N. Little Axe 
2Megan Magali Murdoch 
With a minor in Arabic Studies 
With a minor in Central & Southwest Asian Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Jordan R. Patterson 
2Claire Emilie Sullivan 




2Joshua M. Blakley 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Katherine Elizabeth Lavelle 
Communication Studies 
2Jami Lorraine Attleberger 
2Justin S. Calhoun
With a minor in Business Administration 
2Charles Philip Dahl 
2Jillian Renee Davis 
2Kobey Tyree Eaton 
2Kirsten Elizabeth Gano 
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Silerolia P. Gaogao 
2Piper Jayne Greenwood
With a minor in International Development Studies 
2Stephanie Alexandra Harris 
2Kadeem Hemphill 
1 Alexa Ashlan Hogstad 
2Claire Catherine Howard 
Cum Laude
'Kelli Noelle McNamee 
"Tess E. Parker 
Magna Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
'Craig William Patera 
Cum Laude
'Annaliese Claire Paukert 
2Beau Jennings Ramquist 
2Sean Gao Robinson 
With a minor in Media Arts 
'Desire Josephine Rodriguez 
2Megan F. Ryan 
2Koleena Iris Shear 
"Dalton Sneed
"Alexandra Dawn Stauffacher 
2Amber Leigh Stewart 
"Angel Villanueva Avina
Central & Southwest Asian Studies 
'Rhees Jackson Miller 
"Kelcie Jean Murphy 
With a minor in Arabic Studies 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar
East Asian Studies 
2Samantha E. Melchert 




With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude
‘Martin Alexander Chaney 
2Sherry Cadeen Clarke 
Cum Laude 
2Jordan S. Claveria 
2Jae Hoon Kim 




"Patricia Leslie Chaffin 
"Shane Charles Cobum 
"Michael Daniel Demmendaal 
With a minor in Media Arts 
'Sierra Brett Gideon 
Cum Laude 
'Bryce Richard Holt 
'Callie Jacobson 
"Wesley James Knox 
"Tessa Christine Marsden 
"Caitlin Nicole McDonald 
With a minor in Irish Studies 
"Katherine Lee McMurrin 
"Emily Ruth Morrison 
With a minor in Theatre Education 
Magna Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Alexandra Gail Schilling 
With a minor in History 
Cum Laude 
"Lillian Margaret Soper 
"Brendan Henri Tobalske 
"Mia Delaney Tompkins 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Matthew Reilly Vance 
Cum Laude
"Henry Nicholas Westesen 





2Sadie Cecile Ayers 
Cum Laude
'Mario Alessandro Batki 
Daniel Tyler Carlino 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
"Alexis Hartnett 
Cum Laude 
2Siena Jade Hester 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Morgan Frances McCarthy 
'Cody McNearney 
'Haille Elizabeth Nugent 
German
'Natasha Ruth Harwood 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Cum Laude
Global Humanities & Religions 
2Sierra Vanesa Casselman 
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
With a minor in Psychology 
2Ryan Patrick Dufresne
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies 
2Katherine Elizabeth Tilton 
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Morgan Gibbs Woodward 
Cum Laude
History-Political Science 
2Keon Michael Gallagher 
Curtis Joseph Rogers 
History
J^on Marc Christiana 
Cum Laude
"Chantelle Alexandra Gamboa 
"Kelcie Jean Murphy 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Theodore Peter Muth 
Cum Laude 
'William James Picking 
"Devin Albert Reed 
Jonathan Toby Richards 
"Vincent Ezra Rupnow 
"Peter Sulkanen 
Magna Cum Laude 
Joseph Jeffrey Taylor 
Japanese
'Narah Aubrey Pauline Kvamme
Liberal Studies
"Brian James Tremper 
Cum Laude
Mathematics
'Amelia Hendrika Cantwell 
"Denise R. Lafontaine 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Scholar 







"Robert Ryan Lee 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Theodore Peter Muth 
Cum Laude 
'Lucas James Stokstad 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Magna Cum Laude
Physics
'Eric David Dennison 
"Wolfgang V. Greger 
"Hannah Elizabeth Grout 
"Ellen Anne Sears 
Magna Cum Laude
Political Science-History 
"Aaron Patrick Morse 
Political Science 
"Alicia Nicole Bowman 
'Sophia Llulia-Simone Deroo 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
"Sophia DeBrieze Echeverio 
"Aaron Daniel Irion
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Cum Laude 
"Daniel Allan Jessop 
"Amanda Dorothy Kline 
With a minor in Media Arts 
'Jamie M. Kraft
With a minor in Communication Studies 
"Marti Auburn Liechty 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Brenna Kathleen Love 
"Ethan Robert Newman 
"Jeffrey Hays Nichols 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Mckenna Lea Parker 
'Danielle Hope Pease 
With a minor in History 
'Sophie Rupp 





With a minor in Human and Family Development 
'Gabriela Veronica Arellano 
2Shane Barraugh 
2Hannah Danielle Bowers 
2Lorenzo Chavez-Camarillo 
2Stephen Floyd Cooke 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Gabrielle Dabrowski 
With a minor in Sociology 
"Tyler Benjamin Davis 
With a minor in Biology 
2Katlyn Nicole Delger 
'Dillon Thomas Demontiney 
2Mackenzie Paige Downie 
2Deanna Marie Duram 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Cailen Claire Ennis 
'Julia Eshleman 
Cum Laude 
"David Fua Faatuiese 
'Fallon Sahara Flynn 
Joshua Michael Gautreaux 
Cum Laude
2Reanne Rochelle Gehring 
'Esteven Guereca 
"Toni Marie Hagen 
'Riley Ann Hanson
With a minor in Communication Studies 
'Miranda Lee Hoffman 
Cum Laude 
'Victoria J. Hornberger
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies 
Cum Laude 
"Wesdey M. Hughes 
With a minor in Mathematics 
"Robert Hunter Iacono 
"Dustin James Johnson 
With a minor in Computer Science 
"Danika Kosola 
"Alexander Hume Lorenz 
"Jerry Francis Louie-McGee 
"Annaleise Mae McCullough 
With a minor in Chinese 
'Cody Alan Meyer 
‘Seva Pavlovich Moskovko 
"Arthur Mouratidis 
'Stephen B. Nelson 
"Austin H. Olsen 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Marlon Jay Pamiwulf 
"Sydney Lawren Parr 
Cum Laude
'Annaliese Claire Paukert 
"Ruben Graham Range
"Boyd William Rieke 
"Dennis Gary Schuster 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Mian Mian Seet 
'Elizabeth Margaret Sholey 
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Cady Jane Smiedala 
Cum Laude 
‘Bridget Mary Shekels 
'Hunter Robert Thomas 
"Emily Tyra
"Heather Elizabeth Wiegert 
Cum Laude 
"Austin Alan Wolf 
Magna Cum Laude
Russian
'Andrew Joel Castellanos 
Cum Laude
'Natasha Ruth Harwood 
Cum Laude
Sociology
'Jason Niel Abachiche 
Cum Laude 
'Taylor Diana Albrecht 
"Shane Barraugh 
"Nicholas Brennan 
"Dominic Cameron Cuellar 
With a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude
"Craig Martin Davidson 
'Taylor Leigh DuBois 
'Emmette Leslie Dustybull 
"Tyra Cheri Frizelle 
'John Peter Galli 
"Denise R. Lafontaine 
'Emma Kelli Rose Lamebull 
"Krista Valerie Larson 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Stella Denae Marcrie 
With a minor in Psychology 
"Sydney Lawren Parr 
"Anna Kristine Schmautz 
With a minor in Arabic Studies 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Beverly Anne Sitton 
"Anna R, Stagg 
"Joseph Dwayne Strange 
Cum Laude 
'Alexis Renee Urbach 
"Katherine Rae VanCleave 
With a minor in Global Public Health 




"Megan Jane Rodriguez 
Cum Laude 
"Samuel Douglas Wood 
With a minor in Computer Science
Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies
"McKenzie Rose Carter 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Piper Jayne Greenwood
With a minor in International Development Studies 
"Sage Cheyenne McCormick 
’Hazuki Shimamura 
With a minor in Chinese
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
'Alhan Eduardo Diaz-Correa 
"Jacob Stuart Fromm 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Sean Patrick McDonough 
Biology
"Juan Alvarez
"Cassidee Renee Elizabeth Boland 
Cum Laude 
"Ashley Nichole Braae 
'Destiny R. Buder 
With a minor in Gerontology 
'.Ella Elizabeth Dartman 
With a minor in Geosciences 
'Dillon Thomas Demontiney 
'Mikayla A. Eager 
Cum Laude
"Joshua Uchechukwu Egbo 
'Isaac Sebastian Humble 
Cum Laude 
'Matthew Scott Jackson 
"Megan Anne Pancoast 
Cum Laude 
'Haley Anne Pardow 
Magna Cum Laude 




"Matthew O. Samuli 
University Scholar 
"Rebecca Jean Seegraber 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Jacob Aaron Smith 
'Bridget Mary Shekels 
"Kellen Michael Swingley 
"Michael G. Wheeler 
With a minor in Business Administration
"Sydney Nicole Wier 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Molly Marie Wilcoxen 
Chemistry 
"Jacob Stuart Fromm 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Kathryn Suzanne Paul 
"Anna Kristine Schmautz 




"Joshua Brandon Anderson 
"Cordell S. Appel 




"Clayton Wells Dutton 
With a minor in Media Arts 
"Scott Franz 
'Cameron Scott Gomke 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Cum Laude 
"Ryan Jin Knowles 
"Auston Taylor Michael Rogers 
"Bradly Lawrence Shoen 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Clayton R. Tallwhiteman 
Cum Laude 
Geosciences
'David Alan Ankenbauer 
"Danielle Rae Driver 
'Megan Marie Russell 
Medical Laboratory Science 
"Bethany Ann Cramer 
Cum Laude
"Eula Anne Margarette Fullerton 
Neuroscience 
'Shannon Lee Bolten 
With a minor in Biology 
With a minor in Psychology 
'Rachel Ann Cowan 
With a minor in Psychology 
'Jordan Leigh Dillon 
Cum Laude
'Lydia Catherine Merrier 
‘Sarah Marie Popp 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Elizabeth M. Waterman 
With a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude 




'Thomas Carl Bradley 
2Jacob Elias Cohen 
Cum Laude 
"Bethany Ann Cramer 
Cum Laude
BS IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Medical Technology 
'Zainab Mohammed A1 Qanbar 
Cum Laude 
'Hana Rada K Alroily
CERTIFICATE
Computer Programming 








'Courtney N. Little Axe 
"Kathryn Suzanne Paul 
"Anna Kristine Schmautz 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 








The candidates will be presented by 
Reed H. Humphrey,
Dean of the College of Health Professions 
and Biomedical Sciences
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Physical Therapy
"Jennifer Lynn Aguilar 
"Azmar Ajihil 
"Krissi Bea Alave 
"Arianne Verzosa Alcala 
"Yahya Qassim Alfaifi 




"Maria Daisy Ortinero Astrera 
'Bernard Auditor 
"Janice Ordinaria Austria 
"Ashean Relucio Bacon 
'Rheegie Olores Baje 
"Rochelle Barcik 
'Eric Baroro 
'Maria Louise Barton 
"Ercel B. Basilio 
"Linne Bautista 
"Jigger John Baylon 
"Linda Ann Bedard 
"Todd Anthony Bradley 
'Lee Villano Brigino 
"Mary Grace Cabawatan 
'Katherine Ann Callanan 
"Gina Carungay Cancino 
'Wendyliza Caro 
"Jose Castro Carreon 
'Jessamyn Garcia Cay 
'Karen Michele Charlton 
"Siripich Charoensuksiri 
"Emyflor Dolovino Cheng 
'Kevin Kai-Mine Choi 
'Susan Redden Cole 
"Kelly Ann Conway 
"Gay Villaflor Cordova 




"Stephanie Jo Capalla Depositar
'A1 Chester Descallar
































' Vamshi Krishna Kandhiraju 
"Hyeonguk Kang 
"Preman and Karunamurthy 
"Vigna Korat 
"Sayli Jayant Kulkami 
"Hemant Kumar 
"Lori Ann Kunak 
"Rejean S. Labarete 
"Yasmine Suzette Lagarnia 
"Jemel Lasig
"Eva Mane Matchubar Layague 
'Arlin Ramirez Libertino 
'Cephria Solomon Ligon 
"Paul Hayden Lim 
"Kenneth Pierre Lopez 
'Karen Palma Lumpay 
'Janice Llupar Lungay 
'Fred Harmon Luster 
"Manfel Mae Magno
'Rolando Feliciano Malang 
'Joseph Robert Maloney 
'Sathish Kumar Mani 
"Paul A. Marino 
'Geoveddy Mercedes Marte 
"Galvin Masangkay 
'Christopher Eugene Mason 
'Josephine Mata-Yang 
"Emerson M. Mateo 
"Mykola Matsyuk 
'Don McAllister 
"Claudiu Stefan Mich 
"Rob D. Mildes
"Djhoana S. Montemayor-Mateo 
"Neethu Moosariparambil Joseph 
"Mark Vincent Mori 
"Julius Angelo Ual Nacatio 
"Tan Duy Nguyen 
'Judith Doyola Nicolas Braganza 
"Valeria Paola Niehaus 
"Maricel M. Oblepias 
"Norweena Olarte 
"Maria Eugenia Ortiz 
"Patcholo Yap Paglinawan 
"Miko Emmanuel Peralta Palad 
"Nubert Earl Parica 





"Rayme Cherie Pullen 




'Frenza Maria Repunte 
"Katherine Mae Reyes 
'Fedyn Leynes Ricafrente-Hadaliya 
"Mira Sheena Olano Romero 
"Carissa Belinda Sabate 
"Marissa Valerio Sabellina 
"Aleja Verna Robdgado Salando 
"Aileen Shena Saldajeno 
'Michelle Daylo Samar 
'Manuel Chades Sanchez 
'Holly Parong Santiago 
"Evelyn Santos 
'Truyen Dang Saxonberg 
"Prerana Shenoy 
'Rolando Guiao Sicat 
"Isabella Smith
"Rizza Lyn Velasco Sta Barbara 
"Trisha Marie Ouano Suerte
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'Jhunrey Damas Suguran 
2Ester Javellana Sy 
2Jovanie Nadoncayo Sy 
'Marita E. Talag 
2Sunshine Eliz Teves 
2Sathiyaselvam Thangavel 
Cristina Marie Thibodeaux 
TDanid Morgan Thibodeaux 
'Betsy Ann Thomas 
2Gerard Tinsay 
'Melody Anne Tirpak 
2Jayson Polintan Tiu 
2Mark Tiu
Therese Alyanna Tomacruz 
Rosalie Apostol Tomol 
2Justin Dixon Trainor 
2Michael Tuason 
2Falguni Krunal Vaidya 
2Krunal Harishkumar Vaidya 
2Jesus Rapisura Valdez 
Taras B. Veera 
Wisanth Kumar Vijayan 
Troy Vynette Villaester 




'Kali Elizabeth Wicks 
Rehabilitation Administration 
2Azmar Ajihil 
Tahya Qassim Alfaifi 




‘Rheegie Olores Baje 
2Gina Carungay Candno 
2Gay Villaflor Cordova 
2Kimberly Durst 
'Manikandan Ellangovin 
2Princess May Garcia 
2Anna Michelle Gogorza 
'Karthikeyan Guru 







'Arlin Ramirez Libertino 
2Marifel Mae Magno 
'Sathish Kumar Mani
'Christopher Eugene Mason 
'Josephine Mata-Yang 
2Claudiu Stefan Mich 
2Donna Lynne Parker 
2Rayme Cherie Pullen 
2Aleja Verna Robrigado Salando 
2Aileen Shena Saldajeno 
'Rolando Guiao Sicat 
Isabella Smith 
'Marita E. Talag 
2Sunshine Eliz Teves 
2Sathiyaselvam Thangavel 
2Falguni Krunal Vaidya 
2Krunal Harishkumar Vaidya 
Wisanth Kumar Vijayan 
2Christian Dale Wheeler
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Public Health
'Cinnamon R. Crawford 
2Marcia A. Dias 
T eth  E. Jones 
'Lawrence Jace Killsback
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Health & Human Perform ance 
'Shannon Kelly Flynn 
'Alexander Noah Marks 
'Dylan Cassidy-Keane Richmond 
2Kathryn Grace Stoehr Tiemessen 
Speech Language Pathology 
'Katie Ann Barcus-Kuka 
'Angela Mary Conley 
Terese Rachele DeLaney 
'Lisa DiAnne Kilsdonk 
'Shannon Marie Mattison 
'Anna Marie Potuzak 
'Emma Elizabeth Strombom 
'Toni Janette-Banks Wehmeyer 
'Lindsay Marie Williams
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Social W ork
'Jayme Jean Hill 




'Misti Michelle Fines 
2Schalene N. Kraft 
Cum Laude
18
BS IN HEALTH & HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE 
Health & Human Performance 
'Cassidy Anne Anderson 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
'Kayjee Marie Bauer 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Matthew C. Bender 
Cum Laude
'Darby Lynn Bettenhausen 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Jonathan Adam Calvert 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Trevor Loren Chenoweth 
Cum Laude
'Danielle Marie Chibroski 
'Lidia Luca Dukic 
'McKenzie Anne Johnston 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Keziajohannah Kolb 
With a minor in Gerontology 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
•Claire J. Kronenberger 
With a minor in Biology 
Cum Laude 
'Kylon Shane Myers 
'Neil Michael Oppedal 
'Madison Nicole Padilla 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
'Victoria Winter Pfeifer 
'Gillian Anne Ritchie 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
'Devin W. Slater 
'Jaden Rae Sparrow 
Cum Laude 
'Tamara Teichert 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Raina Emily Walther 
With a minor in Business Administration 
'Luke Kenneth Wilson
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Communicative Sciences & Disorders 
'Stefanie Leigh Borda-Junco 
2Angela Therese Clausen 
3Amanda G. Erickson 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Seneca Jade Glenn 
Tlatei Paka Makdoh 
2Demi Meredith 
Summa Cum Laude
Trances Maewood Morgan 
"Megan M. Wichman 
With a minor in Psychology
Social Work
2Kimberly Harriett Brown 
'Chandra Rose Burgess 
"Valerie S. Cook 
'Angela Lin Coyle 
'Ted Garrett Culp 
Cum Laude 
"Ellissa Andreen Cyr 
Cum Laude 
'Spencer Joshua Czech 
'Kaysha L. Eldred 
'Destiny A. Geer 
Cum Laude 
"Selena A. Hallfrisch
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
With a minor in Psychology 
"Carley J eanann Lane 
"Phyllis Elaine Lucht 
Cum Laude 
'Alice Faye Main waring 
"Matthew C. McCarl 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Curtis Michael Sivak 
Cum Laude
"Toukashia Matthew Thao 
'Haley Samantha Thompson 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Emma Katherine Wiese 
'Amber Leigh Williamson
PHYLLIS J. WASHINGTON 
COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION
The candidates will be presented by 
Adrea Lawrence,




"Lauren Christine Marie Crittenden 
'Jessica Fetzer
"Hana Shewamoltot Meshesha 
"Morgan Greer Miller
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m a s t er  o f  e d u c a t io n
Curriculum & Instruction 
2Anna Elina Berglund 
2Etica Danielle Carroll 
2Luke Marlin Coccoli 
2Jessica Bea Doede 
2Audrey Elizabeth Harper 
'Jessie Bond Herbert-Meny 
Meghan Maureen Higle 
2Kylie Lue Hill
2Hope Rowena LaRocque Kruger 
2Samantha Elizabeth LaMeres 
'Jamie Lofing 
2Justin Michael Mikkola 
b illo w  Ann Moran 
'Taylor Orion Nordby 
'Heath Randall Nordquist 
2Cassidy Lynn Parsons 
2Jessica Lee Sebold-Kagol 
2Jackie Nicole Tunis 
Elementary Certification 
2Anna Elina Berglund 
2Luke Marlin Coccoli 
2Jessica Bea Doede 
2Audrey Elizabeth Harper 
2Jackie Nicole Tunis 
Secondary Certification 
2Hope Rowena LaRocque Kruger 
"Samantha Elizabeth LaMeres 
2Justin Michael Mikkola 
'Heath Randall Nordquist 
2Jessica Lee Sebold-Kagol 
Educational Leadership 
'Shane Eliot Bartschi 
2Gabriel A. Buzzell 
'Michelle Jean Clawson 
'Nancy Brents Johnson 
■Tonya S. Smith 
2Matthew Darrel Swenson 
2James Andrew Wyatt







'Melissa Marie DeBruycker 
'Ericka Ann Dowd 
'Colleen Mauree Magee Buhler
BA IN EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education: P-3 
'Kallister Anne Meagher 
Magna Cum Laude
Elem entary Education 
"Marina Lynne Bloss 
"Riley M. Blust 
Cum Laude 
^Jerome Dean Brovold 
"Lily Xia-Meng Chumrau 
With a minor in Spanish 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Emilee Nicole Cooper 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Anna Katrina Grussling 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Alishka lone Gusky 
Cum Laude
"Ryan Nicholas Hamilton 
Cum Laude 
"Taylor Kathryn Hayes 
Cum Laude 
"Brittnie Marie Heffner 
"Whitney Monet Jefferson 
Cum Laude
"Danielle Lynn Leuschen 
Cum Laude 
"James R. Lucas 
Cum Laude 
"Shaine Elly McMahon 
"Madison Elizabeth Miller 
"Bryce Taylor Neibergs 
Cum Laude 
"Samantha May Orr 
Cum Laude 
"Hannah Marie Potter 
Cum Laude 
"Sydni A. Shea 
Cum Laude 
"Laura Lee Whitehead 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Kelsi Anna Wilson 
Magna Cum Laude
CERTIFICATE 







The candidates will be presented by 
Tom Deluca,
Dean of the W.A. Franke
College of Forestry and Conservation
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forestry




"Ryan Patrick Rock 
Resource Conservation 
Cynthia Marie Coleman 
Jennifer J. Harrington 
2Chelsea L. Leven 
'Alejandrina R. Ocanas 
'Destina Samani 
2Adam Joseph Snitker 




2Kenneth Edward Loonam 
2Molly Cutler McDevitt 
2Emily Clair Weidner 
2Katherine Emily Zarn
BA IN GEOGRAPHY 
Geography 
'Seth Daniel Benefiel 
Cum Laude
BS IN ECOLOGICAL 
RESTORATION 
Ecosystem Science & Restoration 
2Alyssum Marie Ahler-Mull 
With a minor in Biology 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Adrienne Elizabeth Chenette 
"Cory Matthew Hoffman 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
"Dylan Robert Kellogg
BS IN FORESTRY 
Forestry 
2Kyle F. Carpenter 
2Joseph C. Guidetti 
Cum Laude 
2Adam A. Osvath 
2RandyJ. Patzner
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
"Wesley W Vassau
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Magna Cum Laude
BS IN RESOURCE 
CONSERVATION 
Resource Conservation 
'Samuel Beach Brown 
'Taryn Savannah Bushey 
Cum Laude
2Alison Baker Cunningham 
Daniel M. Franz
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
University Scholar 
'Leif Tome Gilsvik 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Corey Allison Hall
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
"Grant Stephenson Marshall 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Briana Nicole Mickley 
With a minor in Sociology 
"Nathan Ryan Parker 
"Gair Thomas Pearson 
"Cad E. Spangrude
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
"Sophia M. Stine
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
"Kellen Michael Swingley 
Dempsey H. Vick
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
"Nicole Renee Westberry 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
"Madeline Jane Wilber
BS IN RECREATION 
MANAGEMENT
Parks, Tourism and 
Recreation Management 
'Jennifer Danyel Allen 
'Desiree Sue Cozad 




With a minor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude
'Emily Lynette Kananen 
■Jeffrey Gerard Koss 
With a minor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude 
'Hunter Kovash 
"Ian Joseph Metzer 
'Alexa Jane Pierson 
'Jason John Smith
BS IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Wildlife Biology 
Dakota Shane Crowe 
Beverly Sunshine Domschot 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Cory Matthew Hoffman 
"Tylor Jay Keeley 
With a minor in Biology 
2Amber Michelle Kenagy 
2Renee Elizabeth Maynard 
'Gage Daniel Mazet 
2Sierra Talbott McMurry 
Cum Laude 
'Mackay Joseph Miller 
Tlryan H. Mitchell
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
2Aileen Elizabeth Oldstone-Moore 
Cum Laude
Josephine Esther Padgett 
Cum Laude
Samara Michelle Rutherford 
With a minor in Biology 
2Markis Anthony Scheu-Reyes 
Jerrod Benjamin Sellers 
With a minor in Biology 
2Michael Joseph Skladanowski 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
2Katrina L. Theisen 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
2Maria Isabel Venegas Simosa
CERTIFICATE
Geographic Information Systems 
'Tyler G. Albrethsen 
'Jennifer Marie Boutz 
Cum Laude
2Elizabeth Ann Dolinar 
Danielle Rae Driver 
2Stuart Benoit Fety 
'Corey Allison Hall 
2RandyJ. Patzner
2Ryan Patrick Rock 
2Carl E. Spangrude 
Cum Laude
Natural Resource Conflict Resolution 
Chelsea L. Leven 
Tree Schmautz Wheeler 
'Katharine Lucienne White 




The candidates will be presented by 
Suzanne Tilleman,



















' Raeanna Christine Richards
'McKenna Rae Sampson
'Lyle D. Williams
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Business Administration 
'Kevin Patrick Bissett 
T'Jathan Dean Hansen 
'Michael Anthony Konecn 
'Amanda Kay Rosbarsky 
‘Lindsey Anne Shinn
Business Administration-External 
^Tammy Puccinelli DeRieux 
^Michelle Ann Fagenstrom
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'Josh Paul Sandry 
2Robert Jerome Schnee 
Thomas Robert Tirrell 
International Business 
2Zoe Rachel Holman 
With a minor in Russian 
Magna Cum Laude 






2Maalem Hassan A Almarhoun 
2Amanda M. Bartsch 
2Michael Troy Beaver 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
2Griffin Blevins 
'John French Boehme 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Dana Kingita Tamati Bush 
2Christian Warren Coine 
'Tayla Dine’ Desjadais 
Nathan Michael Hanold 
'Andrew William Kelly 
'Campbell Kenyon 
Cum Laude
'Eric Thomas Kirchgasser 
2Caitlyn J. Konesky 
'Blake Lee Miller 
Cum Laude 
2Richard L. Mittens 
2Dante Deshea Natali Olson 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Sobirjon Nazriev 
'Greg E. Pfister 
'Shawn Edward Purcell 
Tirandon Michael Purdy 
2Megan Louise Sipes 
Cum Laude 
2Mariah Lynn Skiftun 
'Skyler Andy Skinner 
With a minor in Psychology 
'Madolynn Elizabeth Stensby 
2Kevin Burke Sullivan 
Cum Laude 
'Shelbie A. White 
2Anthony M. Wienke 
'Cheryl Ann Williams
Management 
'Chanel Olivia Bird 
2Brenna Kathleen Love 
With a minor in Communication Studies
'Paul Godvin Gipe 
'William Joseph Holahan 
2Andrea Lynn Janssen 
2Adam Osborne 
2Shane Daniel Parks 
'Elizabeth Ruth Saylor 






BS IN BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
Accounting 
2Emily Williams Brinkmann 
'Luke R. Davison 
Parley Marie Dedominicis 
With a minor in Sociology 
'Connor Thomas Fohn 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Zoe Rachel Holman 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Kristopher Kelly Krause 
'Emma Irene Meredith 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tucas George Morgan 
2April Hailing Murphy 
Magna Cum Laude 
■Tinman Nick Sysa 
Tinell Renee Tatsey 
Tieau Zachary Yamasaki 
Magna Cum Laude 
Finance 
Tara Alyss Al-Haj 
Cum Laude
'Benjamin Elbert Barker 
Cum Laude 
2Kaleb Paul Cannaday 
'Sherry Carieen Clarke 
With a minor in Economics 
Cum Laude 
'Kees Evan DeBruin 
'Eamon Daniel Gallagher 
2Mark W Johnson 
'Tanner Hans Johnson 
'Abigail Rose Lessard 
With a minor in French 
Cum Laude
'Josephine Olive McCann 
Cum Laude
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Management Information System s 
"Zachary Scott Amo 
2Jillian Burgan 
2Madison Lynn Cariey 
2Jeremy Parker Colbert 
'Logan Raye Deuel-Clinkenbeard 
Jonathan M. Durling 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Joshua Paul Jordan 
'Clay William Kellinger 
2Hong Shen Lee 
Cum Laude 
Jonathan Martinez 
2Ava Lee Mazzoni 
Cum Laude 
2James B. McLean 
Jonathan Caleb Mitchell 
Cum Laude
2Stephen Santo Walter Musial 
'Zachary Mills Nicholson 
With a minor in Computer Science 
'Jesson J. Preston 
2Jacob David Rosaia 
Baylor Dan Walters 
Marketing 
'Stephen L. Borsum 
2Summer Rae Burlage 
Cum Laude
2Dana Kingita Tamati Bush 
'Jessica Cassens 
2Molly Mae Frichd 
'Jon M. Hale 
2Breanna Felicia Harmer 
'Mahalia Ann Hendren 
2Mallory Maria Hickethier 
burner Braden Hruby 
2Cameron Johnsen 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Cole Phillip Junso 
2Karissa Ann Kuchtyn 
2Justin Aaron Lauer 
2Emmanuela Mitzalis 
Cum Laude
Dianna Fayette Pagano 
2Hanna L. Ronish 
2Keilan M’Liss Sayer 
Cum Laude 
'Trever J. Spoja 
2Schuyler Cameron Swanson 
With a minor in Journalism 





Big Data Analytics 
2Zachary Scott Amo 
'Clay William Kellinger 
"Matthew Jackson Malloy 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
'Taylor Dan Walters 
Cybersecurity Management 
'Madison Lynn Cadey 
Joshua Paul Jordan 
^Jonathan Martinez 
"Taylor Dan Walters 
Digital Marketing 
"Mallory Maria Hickethier 
^Justin Aaron Lauer 
"Garen Benjamin Teders 
Cum Laude 
Entrepreneurship  
'Kees Evan DeBruin 
Entertainm ent Management 
'Mohammed Ali Alalshaikhahmed 
Cum Laude
"Maalem Hassan A Almarhoun 
"Dana Kingita Tamati Bush 
"Christian Warren Coiner 
'Charles Philip Dahl 
'Bryer William Davis 
"Tayla Dine’ Desjarlais 
'Jon M. Hale 
'Campbell Kenyon 
Cum Laude
'Eric Thomas Kirchgasser 
"CaidynJ. Konesky 
"James B. McLean 
"Dante Deshea Natali Olson 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Schuyler Cameron Swanson
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COLLEGE OF THE 
ARTS AND MEDIA
The candidates will be presented by 
John Deboer,
Dean of the College of the Arts and Media
MASTER OF ARTS
Fine Arts 
'Kayla Nicole Bettise 
'Frances Marie Bonnet 
'Tammy R. Brewington 
'Emma Anne Ehret 
'Anneke Nia Hilvert 
'Kimberly Lynn Kees 
'Rachel Jane Leitzke 
'Ashley Dooley Iiberko 
'TarynJ. Pettit 
'Lilian Schell 
'Melissa Allyn Simianer 
'Christine Marie South 
'Kristin Ann Vogel 
'Jeffrey Brian Waniata 
'Tara Kay Zumbrun 
Theatre
2Kurtis Layne Hassinger
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Media Arts 
-Kurds Layne Hassinger 
■Laura Gabriela Lovo 







Lacey Nicole Cudin 
Cum Laude
'Brooke Marie Hartman 
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
2Jerod Gregory Peitsmeyer 
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Magna Cum Laude 
2EmilyJ. Reed 
'Riley Bennett Sampson 
'Nakia L. Sawle




'Olivia Rae Pillidge 
Media Arts 
2Benjamin Joseph Agosto 
With a minor in Journalism 
Cum Laude 
'Thomas Joseph Clark 
^Tiffany Jolene Gross 
2Meaghan Catherine Henley 
2KatieJoHanna Huot 
2Richard O. Hurley 
Magna Cum Laude 
William Joseph Jarvis 
2Conor Bradly Jones 
'Zoie Abigail Koostra 
'Ellen Marie Kuehl 
Cum Laude
2Jude Robert MacDonald 
Magna Cum Laude 
■Taylor Elise Pirre 
LJora Jayne Rector 
2Jordan R. Smith 
'Daniel James Stromme 
Cum Laude 
'Rhett Luis Trujillo 
Cum Laude
2Carissa Kinlee Vreugdenhil 
Magna Cum Laude 
Music
2Shelby Marie Blum 
2Matthew Arthur Gagliardi 
'Callie Rose Morris 
'Joshua Patrick Smith 
'Molly Marcena Trindle 
Cum Laude 
Theatre
2 Aline Dufflocq Williams 
Cum Laude 
2Landon Chase Hansen 
'Marcus Gregory Milyko 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Benjamin Ellis Nallick 
Magna Cum Laude 
^Joseph Jeffrey Taylor
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Art
'Mattie Linnea Amsden 
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Cum Laude
2Hannah Michael Harvey 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Andrea Use Morawic 
2Mckenzie S. Olson 
Cum Laude
2Hayley Michelle Salcido 
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
'Marsha K. Stewart
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Paris Taosha Summers 
Cum Laude 
Media Arts 
2Quintin L. Bruderer 
With a minor in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Jethro Hubbell Fisher 
2Keaton P. Habeck 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Jack Gabriel Hansen 
2Shawn Patrick Kearney 
Cum Laude
'Marcus Gregory Milyko 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Eric Parker Mosley 
2Jackelyn A. Stob 
Theatre
2Elizabedi Ruth/Barber Alexander 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Tessa Renee Huston 
Cum Laude 
2Joel David Jacobs 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Megan Jane Merhar 
'Kira E. Mills 
2Miranda Sofe Nelson 
Cum Laude
2Saige Katherine Rose Perchy 




"Taryn Lee Mercer 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Ellen Anne Sears 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Molly Marcena Trindle 
Cum Laude





"Heather Rebecca Fantino 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Dylan Gino Francesconi
"Nathan David Lundin 
Cum Laude
"Haley Marie Shrinarine 
"Rebecca L. Speranza 
Summa Cum Laude 




"Malcolm Van Bennett 
"David Alexander Evans 
"Jazzlyn Saryann Johnson 
Cum Laude 
"Marti Auburn Liechty 
Cum Laude 
University Scholar 
"Melissa Rose Lovetidge 
"Raven Marie McMurry 
With a minor in Communication Studies 




The candidates will be presented by
Tom Gallagher
Dean of Missoula College
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
General AA  
"Amira N. Alibrahim 
Cum Laude
'Cassidy Anne Anderson 
Cum Laude 
"Tanner Joe Bailey 
"Kiara Rose Baker 
'Kiana Marie Ballek 
"Katie Marie Ballweber 
"Jasmyn Marie Barham 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Matthew Thomas Basque 
'Chassidy Danielle Bechtold 
Cum Laude 
'Taylor Jackson Beighle 
"Katie Nichole Benson 
Cum Laude 
'DanikaJ. Bosch-Greer 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Derek Michael Bouman 
Cum Laude
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Vincent Stanley Bullough 
'Chandra Rose Burgess 
2Miranda Lynn Campbell 
'Haley Alyssa Chagnon 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Kaileb Floyd Coyne 
2Mamie M. Craig 
Magna Cum Laude 
"April M. Davis 
"Danielle Fuhan Dodge 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Melissa Myree Dowdy 
"Jane Elizabeth Duffy 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Ambria Nicole Elliott 
'Rhiannon Jo Erwin 
"Jenna Rae Fairfield 
"Brieana Haley Fell 
Cum Laude 
"Hailey Miranda Fink 
'Fallon Sahara Flynn 
"Ronald D. Foredice 
"Kayla Francis 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Daniel Everett Stephen Gabriel 
'Paul Jacob Gabriel 
"Noelle Nyquist Gammon 
"Courmey Grace Gibbs 
"Diamond Carlie Marie Gillispie 
"Mary E. Graff 
"Cale Dennis Guenther 
"Nani Hamilton 
"Isabel G. Hamper 
"Quade McKay Hamrell 
"Amber Rose Harbin 
"Kayla Mary-Dawn Hawkins 
"Zoe Rachel Hayes 
"Kynlee Deanne Jarboe 
'Catherine Elizabeth Johnson 
"Samantha Lynn Johnson 
Cum Laude 
'Lane Anthony Jones 
"Skylar Charis Kelly-Williams 
"Haley Marie Kendley 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Kristopher Kelly Krause 
'Abby Krebsbach 
"Bonnie J. Kurien 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Spencer Dylan Ladage 
"Chelsea Marie Lalum 
'Dustin John Lawson 
'Jessica T. Mai 
'Sean William Malcom 
"Samantha Jo March
"Darren Lucas Marks 
'Arizona Taylor Martin 
"Emma Kate Martinich 
Cum Laude 
'Sharalyn Kay Matson 
"Conner Riley Steven McCarthy 
'Cody Walter McCombs 
'Selina Marie McNelley 
"Marissa Louise Meadowcroft 
"Caleb Richard Melzer-Roush 
"Ashley B. Miller 
"Clara Cathrine Moisey 
"Samantha Nicole Moore 
'Trey Allen Nasset 
'Cammie Lynn Pablo 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Ethan Mitchell Pateman 
'Michel L. Redman 
'Robert Howard Retallick 
"Jolynn Ann Running Wolf 
'Austin Drew Sant 
"Reanna Nicole Schneider 
"Shaina Lynn Silvonen 
'Carlos Soberanis 
"Chantelle Bryanne Stanhope 
Cum Laude
'Joseph Edward Stevens 
Cum Laude 
'Marsha K. Stewart 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Courtney Margo Stratford 
"James Patrick Szabo 
"Wendy J. Tintzman 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Mariah Shalane Tipton 
"Victoria Christy Ward 
'Meredith Elizabeth Webb 
Cum Laude
'Nydea Myiesha Whitney 
"Nakeeta L. Williams 
Magna Cum Laude 
"Patrick John Yoder 
"Isaiah Francisco Zell 
'Karin Angela Zeller
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
Registered Nursing 
"David Richard Allen 
Cum Laude
"Emily Sharleen Ashcraft 
Summa Cum Laude 
"Marissa Guadalupe Calero-Chavez 
Cum Laude
"Whitney Raye Harrison 
Cum Laude
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2Ericka Lynn Hughes 
Cum Laude 
2Kandis Jo Leister 
2Karen Lencke 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Janessa Renee McDonough 
Cum Laude 
2Mikayla Diane Ness 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Luke Patrick Overland 
Cum Laude 
2Deidre Rose Ries 
Cum Laude 
2Dianna Lea Skow 
Cum Laude 
2KellyJoAnn Smith 
Wesley Worthen St John 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Estefano Vasquez Zamora 





Tanner S. Blankers 
Tobin Thelen Blome 
2David Bryson Small 
Magna Cum Laude 
2 Amanda J. Smith 
Cum Laude 
2Alyssa Kaye Venema 
Cum Laude
Administrative Management 
Isabella Mae D’Antuono 
Cum Laude
2Quade McKay Hamrell 
Diesel Technology 
2Justin B. Hall 
2Sean Henry Ribeiro 
Food Service Management 
'Erin M. McCall 
Summa Cum Laude 
2Dakota Jo Simonson
Hospitality Management 
2Katherine Elizabeth Brackett 
Cum Laude 
2Dakota Jo Simonson 
Information Technology 
2Adrian Ashwah 
Magna Cum Laude 
2Cole James Cunningham 
Cum Laude
'Lilija P. Kirichenko 
2Kyle M. Morris 
2Jacob David Olson 
2Kyle Dustin Sikes 
'Nicholas Andrew Stroh 
'Walter Rydell Watt
Medical Assisting 
2Matthew Thomas Basque 
2Kaila C. Bellamy 
'Christon Dorothy Grmoljez 
2Kristina Faith Johnson 
Management
2Hailey Shea Anderson 
2Katie Marie Ballweber 
^Joshua James Reiner 
Cum Laude 
'Rhett Franklin Riddle 
Magna Cum Laude
Medical Information Technology 
'Kari Lynn Andrews 
Cum Laude 
2Jaimie Amanda Elser 
2Claire Elise Kurtz 
Cum Laude 
'Elizabeth Dee Lyde 
2Jenna RaVae Netzer 
Cum Laude 
'Tara Lynn Tatsey 
Paralegal Studies 
'Brielynna Kay Lange 
Cum Laude
'Bridget Amalee Pleasants 
Respiratory Care 
2Paige K. Birky 
Cum Laude 
N icole Marie Chelini 
Cum Laude 
Jennifer Louise Crean 
2Juliana Veniaminovna Denishchich 
2Amanda Lynne Forrester 
2Kaley Dale Frank 
2Rachel K. Lunday 
2Brittany Rose Matrix 
2Jared Matthew Trinastich 
Tyler James Trudeau 
Taylor Robinson Walker 
Sustainable Construction Technology 
2Logan McKenzie Ferda 
Magna Cum Laude 
'Colton Cruz Last Star 
Welding Technology 
'Jonathan David Bums 
2Ian Philip Stuart Parton 
Magna Cum Laude
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'Nina G. Popyk 
'Stephen Paul Schwartz 




Business Media Design 
Isabella Mae D’Antuono 
Cum Laude 
''Chris Ann Lunde 
Magna Cum Laude
Computer Aided Design 
'Travis Michael Smith 
Magna Cum Laude 
Carpentry 
Charles Andrew Aldeen 
'Thomas M. Jensen 
Summa Cum Laude
Computer Support 
'Charles Alexander Bondurant 
'Jason Holland Langford 
Jacob David Olson 
Construction Management 
'Austin Brandt AuFlynn 
Cum Laude 
Culinary Arts 
'Dakota Jo Simonson 
Customer Relations 
2Quade McKay Hamrell 
Facility Management 
'Scott R. Isaacs 
Summa Cum Laude
Heavy Equipment Operation 
'Lane T. Kelly 
Medical Reception 
'Martha TessaMarie Beaumont 
'Kaila C. Bellamy 
'Christon Dorothy Grmoljez 
'Krishna Faith Johnson 
Tabitha Nichole McElwain 
'Megan Rene Taylor-Matthews 
Precision Machine Technology 
‘Jonathan David Burns 
'Michael Richard Tutino 
Cum Laude
Sales and Marketing
'Hailey Shea Anderson 
'Jana Lee Rafferty 







'Lilija P. Kirichenko 
Green Building 
'John Ballinger Ross 
Summa Cum Laude 
'Dustin K. Stepper 
'Thomas Boyd VanAntwerp 
Cum Laude
Medical Claims Specialist 
'Kristina Faith Johnson
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 
Computed Technology 
'Kelly Christine Adams 
Cum Laude
HVAC Technician 
'Thomas M. Jensen 
Summa Cum Laude
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DEPARTMENT CEREMONIES & RECEPTIONS
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2019
Program/Department Time Location
Entertainment Management 6:00-7:00 p.m. Moss Adams Lounge,
Gallagher Business Building
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 2019
Program/Department Time Location
Davidson Honors College 3:30-5:00 p.m. Davidson Honors College Lounge
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2019
Program/Department 
Teaching and Learning
W.A. Franke College of 




Room 241, Phyllis J . Washington 
Education Center
University Center 331-333 
Jeannette Rankin Hall 119, 





11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
CAM
PUS M
AP
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